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Background:

Motivation:

Cosmic-Ray Neutron Sensing (CRNS) enables the
measurement of soil moisture content (SMC) over
larger footprints [1]. This footprint provides high
potential for the validation of remotely sensed
SMC.

Methods:
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Recent modelling results of the CRNS community
have shown that the characteristics of the
footprint are inﬂuenced by various factors (see
below). Those need to be considered in using
CRNS as a validation product.
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We are deriving an approach to relate remote
sensing data at diﬀerent spatial resolutions to the
CRNS signal, taking the footprint characteristics
into account.
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Study sites:

the characteristic...
...and how we take it into account
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Higher count rates and larger
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Footprint and signal characteristics:

CRNS is a temporally
continuous measurement
method
UAV data aquisition at
diﬀerent time scales
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Thermal data preprocessing:
preprocessing steps...
...and used Software

Determination of best setting for
image alignment
Contrast enhancement

Raw DN to °C
conversion

Blurry image
extraction

GPS/IMU data inclusion
Temperature correction [4]
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